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ABSTRACT 11 

Porous electrodes have shown high performance in industrial electrochemical processes and 12 

redox flow batteries for energy storage. They offer great advantages over planar electrodes in 13 

terms of higher space time yield and enhanced mass transport. In this work, a highly ordered 14 

porous stainless steel electrode was manufactured by 3D-printing and coated with nickel from 15 

an acidic bath by electrodeposition in a divided rectangular channel flow cell. Following 16 

electrodeposition, the volumetric mass transport coefficient of this electrode was determined by 17 

the electrochemical reduction of 1.0 × 10−3 mol dm-3 of ferricyanide ions by linear sweep 18 

voltammetry and chronoamperometry. The convection diffusion characteristics are compared 19 

with other geometries to demonstrate the novelty and the advantages of 3D-printed porous 20 

electrodes in electrochemical flow reactors. Robust porous electrodes with tailored surface 21 

areas, volumetric porosity and flow properties are possible. 22 
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1. Introduction 27 

In this contribution, we present a novel 3D-printed flow reactor electrode with a complex, 28 

intricate geometry which cannot be realised by computer numerical control (CNC) machining 29 

or other classical manufacturing methods. Such 3D-printed electrodes offer an alternative to 30 

the currently available metal and carbon-based meshes, foams and felts, delivering a new genre 31 

of free-form porous electrodes having tailored composition, catalytic activity, active surface 32 

area, fluid flow characteristics and mass transport properties. Porous electrodes in flow-by 33 

configuration offer a substantial increase in active surface area, mass transport and space time 34 

yield in comparison to planar electrodes [1]. Their industrial applications include inorganic and 35 

organic electrosynthesis (including pharmaceutics), treatment of process streams, metal 36 

recovery and electrolysis reactions [2].  37 

 38 

Although additive manufacturing (3D-printing) has been available for over 30 years [3], there 39 

are few examples of electrochemical devices using this constantly evolving technology. In  40 

previous work, we applied 3D-printing as a fast prototyping tool for the development of the 41 

polymer bodies of laboratory flow reactors and redox flow batteries [4]. However, it is more 42 

desirable to 3D-print the interface at which the electrode process takes place. Interest in 3D-43 

printed electrochemical devices is growing [5], but has been largely restricted to microfluidics, 44 

capacitors and sensors, for instance, interdigitated supercapacitors [6], micro-supercapacitors 45 

[7] and micro-electrochemical cells. Other recent work involves serpentine flow field plates 46 

for cells with gaseous streams such as H2/O2 [8] and methanol [9,10] micro-fuel cells, and a 47 

miniature Ag/propylene PEM electrolyser [11]. In flow reactors with liquid electrolytes, only 48 

fast prototyping of electrolyte flow channels and manifolds has been performed [4,12,13]. 49 

These studies show that the performance of electrochemical cells and electrodes employing 50 

additive manufacturing in their construction can be higher than those manufactured by 51 
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conventional methods. 3D-printing offers low-cost, flexibility of materials and rapid turnover 52 

prototypes to aid the optimisation of specific applications. 53 

 54 

The concept of 3D-printed electrodes for electrochemical flow reactors is demonstrated here 55 

by determining the mass transport characteristics of a 3D-printed porous, nickel-coated 56 

stainless steel (Ni/SS) cathode with a projected area of 24 cm2 in the flow-by configuration 57 

from the limiting current for ferricyanide ion reduction: 58 

 59 

[Fe CN 6]3–	+	e– →  [Fe CN 6]4–      (1) 60 

 61 

over a range of controlled mean linear flow velocity of electrolyte. Under full convective-62 

diffusion reaction control, the volumetric mass transport coefficient, 𝑘#𝐴%, is the product of 63 

mass transport coefficient, 𝑘# and active electrode area per unit volume, 𝐴%. It is related to 64 

the limiting current, 𝐼', concentration, 𝑐, and number of electrons, 𝑧, by: 65 

 66 

𝑘#𝐴% =
𝐼𝐿

𝑧𝐹𝑐𝑉𝑒
        (2) 67 

 68 

where	𝐹 is Faraday’s constant and 𝑉% is the total volume of the electrode within the flow cell. 69 

This is one of the main performance factors used to estimate the required size of an 70 

electrochemical reactor for a given conversion rate [2]. One of the principal advantages for 3D-71 

printed electrodes is the possibility of controlling the term 𝐴% in equation (2) by producing a 72 

desired geometry, enabling electrode materials with tailored 𝑘#𝐴% . Furthermore, 𝑘# 73 

depends on the electrode geometry, orientation, volumetric porosity and surface roughness, 74 

which can also be controlled to a certain degree in 3D-printed materials. For instance, 75 
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geometrically complex hierarchical porous structures with new properties can be produced with 76 

high-resolution 3D-printing [14]. 77 

 78 

2. Experimental details 79 

2.1 Manufacture of the 3D-printed stainless steel electrodes 80 

The stainless steel porous electrode consists of a 60.0 × 40.0 × 3.7 mm rectangular 81 

parallelepiped broken through by a hexagonal grid of tiled empty spherical volumes, each of 82 

1.8 mm diameter, forming a continuous body with a 68.0 × 45.0 × 2.0 mm stainless steel plate 83 

current collector. The centres of the spheres were separated from each other by a distance of 84 

1.7 mm so that the void volumes would intersect. The cross-sectional area, 𝐴3, of the porous 85 

matrix was 1.48 cm2 and its volumetric porosity,	𝜀, was 63.9%, as measured by liquid volume 86 

displacement. The electrode was designed using Meshmixer (Autodesk Inc.) software and 87 

manufactured in M2 Multilaser (Concept Laser GmbH) additive manufacturing equipment 88 

with CL 20ES stainless-steel powder 316L containing approx. 17% Cr, 13% Ni, 2% Mo, the 89 

balance being Fe. The powder particles are approx. 20-40 µm diameter and the electrode is 90 

formed layer-by-layer through a re-coater, applying 200 W laser (near-IR 1070 nm) to melt the 91 

material under an N2 atmosphere. A custom-built positioning system was used to translate 92 

computer-aided design structures into the printed object. 93 

 94 

2.2 Electrodeposition of nickel on the stainless steel electrode 95 

The nickel coating was applied with the purpose of avoiding the passivation of stainless steel 96 

during the limiting current experiments in an aqueous Na2CO3 electrolyte [15]. The 97 

experimental arrangement used to deposit nickel on the 3D-printed stainless steel was similar 98 

to that described in [16]. The components and dimensions of the flow cell are given in a 99 

previous work [17]. The porous stainless steel electrode occupied the negative flow channel 100 

while inert polypropylene ‘turbulence promoters’ maintained a constant separation between 101 
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the membrane and the Pt/Ti plate electrode in the positive flow channel. Hydraulic sealing was 102 

achieved with mechanical compression and silicone rubber gaskets. Masterflex L/S (Cole-103 

Parmer Co) peristaltic pumps were used to circulate the electroplating solutions in the negative 104 

half-cell and the supporting electrolyte in the positive half-cell. 105 

 106 

The nickel coating was applied galvanostatically with an EX752M power supply (TT 107 

Instruments Ltd) according to a procedure described in [18]. Nickel was deposited at 100 mA 108 

cm−2 (based on the projected electrode area) for 60 s in a ‘Wood’s strike’ bath and then for 240 109 

s in a Watt’s bath at the same current density. The electrode was pre-treated with 50% w/v HCl 110 

for 180 s, rinsed with deionised water, then with 40% w/v NaOH for 300 s, cathodically cleaned 111 

at 15 mA cm−2 for 60 s in the same solution and rinsed. 112 

 113 

2.3 Mass transport studies on the nickel-coated 3D-printed electrode 114 

Fig. 1 shows the experimental set up used for the mass transport studies. A three-electrode cell 115 

configuration was implemented, with the 3D-printed working electrode (WE), a Pt/Ti plate 116 

counter-electrode (CE) and a Hg/Hg2SO4 (sat.) reference electrode (RE) connected via a 117 

Luggin capillary. The cell was controlled with an Autolab potentiostat (Metrohm AG). A 118 

NafionÒ (DuPont Co) 112 cation exchange membrane was used as separator. The electrolyte 119 

composition is: 1.0 × 10−3 mol dm−3 of K3[Fe(CN)6], 10.0 × 10−3 mol dm−3 of K4[Fe(CN)6], 120 

1.0 mol dm−3 of Na2CO3. Limiting current measurements for ferricyanide ion reduction were 121 

conducted by linear sweep voltammetry between 0.2 V and −0.6 V vs. Hg/Hg2SO4 at a linear 122 

potential sweep rate of 5 mV s−1 and by chronoamperometry at a constant potential of −0.5 V 123 

vs. Hg/Hg2SO4. Volumetric flow rates between 50 and 350 cm3 min−1 were evaluated, 124 

equivalent to mean linear flow velocities, (𝑣 = 𝑄7/𝜀𝐴3) between 0.88 and 6.17 cm s−1 with 125 

the aid of peristaltic pumps. A temperature of 25 oC was maintained with a thermostatic bath. 126 

 127 
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3. Results and discussion 128 

3.1 Electrode structure 129 

The regular, 3D-printed macroporous structure of the flow-by electrode and attached current 130 

collector can be appreciated in Fig. 2a). Controlled manufacturing conditions avoided 131 

significant thermal deformation or any internal porosity resulting in undesired hydraulic 132 

permeability. Fig. 2b) shows an optical microscopy image of the electrode side view at the 133 

entrance of the flow channel. The electrode and the current collector/feeder form a single 134 

continuous metallic electrode. An advantage of this configuration, made possible by 3D-135 

printing, is that it eliminates corrosion or passivation susceptibility at this interphase together 136 

with the need to use mechanical compression, conductive adhesives or welding to ensure 137 

reliable transfer of the current from the porous matrix to the planar current collector. In 138 

electrochemical reactors and redox flow batteries, such interphase can have a relatively high 139 

electrical resistivity, varying with compression force (e.g. in [19]) or number of welding points, 140 

with their associated non-uniform current distribution. 141 

 142 

Fig. 2b) also reveals a high degree of surface roughness, local heterogeneity and surface micro-143 

porosity at the electrode structure as a result of the additive manufacturing process involving 144 

laser melting of metal powder. This roughness increases the surface area of the electrode and 145 

creates micro turbulence that enhances mass transport [20]. An SEM image of an opening in 146 

the front section of the electrode is shown in Fig. 2c). Nodular structures <100 µm in diameter 147 

generated by the laser melting are observed. Fig. 2d) presents a nickel EDS map for the same 148 

pore, confirming the electrodeposition of this metal in this region of the electrode. 149 

 150 

3.2 Electrochemical performance 151 

Fig. 3a) shows a series of typical polarisation curves for the reduction of 1.0 × 10−3 mol dm−3 152 

of [Fe(CN)6]3− at a linear potential sweep rates of 5 mV s−1. The curves show the characteristic 153 
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limiting current plateau that stretches from −0.35 V to −0.6 V vs. Hg/Hg2SO4. By increasing 154 

the mean linear flow rate from 0.88 cm s−1 to 6.17 cm s−1, the current at the 3D-printed electrode 155 

varies from 18 to 38 mA. The exploratory polarisation curves permitted to select a potential of 156 

–0.5 V in order to perform chronoamperometry under steady state convective-diffusion control. 157 

Triplicate current vs. time responses were recorded in these conditions, one of them is shown 158 

in Fig. 3b). Limiting current steps are observed resulting from increasing steps of electrolyte 159 

mean linear velocity performed at intervals of 30 s. As shown in Fig. 3c), the limiting currents 160 

obtained with the two methods are similar, here expressed as a current density calculated from 161 

the projected area of the electrode. The maximum percent error in the values determined by 162 

chronoamperometry was ±0.96%. In both cases, the background current was subtracted. 163 

Reproducible limiting currents at 3D-printed electrodes depend on the exact replication of the 164 

electrode geometry, surface roughness and electrocatalytic activity, in addition to maintaining 165 

reliable steady state and mass transport (related to flow rate). 166 

 167 

The log-log plot in Fig. 3d) shows the relationship between 𝑘#𝐴%  vs. mean linear flow 168 

velocity of the 3D-printed Ni/SS electrode along that of different available materials used as 169 

porous electrodes [21]. The values of 𝑘#𝐴% afforded by this 3D-printed electrode ranged from 170 

2.03 × 10−2 s−1 to 5.05 × 10−2 s−1 at mean linear flow rates between 0.88 cm s−1 and 6.17 cm 171 

s−1, being superior to perforated plates and typical expanded metal mesh, and comparable to 172 

reticulated vitreous carbon (RVC) 60 pores per inch (ppi). Electrodes with high surface area, 173 

such as carbon felt, nickel foam and wire wool (or felt) have higher 𝑘#𝐴% values, but different 174 

3D-printed geometries with higher surface area, smaller pore size and higher roughness could 175 

easily be produced to approach those values. As the resolution of additive manufacturing 176 

improves [3], it might be possible to produce ordered matrixes made up by filaments 177 

approaching the fibre diameter of felts, as long as is economically viable for a specific 178 

application. Ti felt can have an average diameter close to 40 µm [17]. 179 
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 180 

3.3 Perspective 181 

Multi-material additive manufacturing is undergoing rapid progress [22] and complex porous 182 

structures can be routinely produced [14]. Meanwhile, the incorporation of catalysts in 3D-183 

printed materials have shown promise in chemical reactors [23]. Such advances could be 184 

exploited in novel, composite or coated porous electrodes with enhanced mechanical and 185 

catalytic properties. Moreover, the geometry of 3D-printed electrodes could be devised to 186 

control current distribution, while bipolar electrodes for stacks could be easily manufactured. 187 

 188 

This technology can also provide a deepened understanding of the relationship between porous 189 

geometries and mass transport through the validation of fluid flow models, taking a similar 190 

approach to [24]. Empirical and comparative studies of the pressure drop can also be performed, 191 

as this is usually considered in the characterization of flow reactors, e.g., in [25]. Magnetic 192 

resonance imaging (MRI) [26] and X-ray computed tomography (CT) [16,27] are suitable 193 

techniques to characterize the structure and composition of porous electrodes and might be 194 

useful to determine their geometrical surface area, provided sufficiently small voxel size and 195 

high resolution. 196 

 197 

The fabrication of entire, integrated electrochemical flow cells and stacks in a single operation 198 

is becoming possible [4]. In addition to 3D-printed electrodes, polymer flow cell bodies [12] 199 

and membranes [28] have already been realised. The demonstration of this technology could 200 

lead to innovative applications in several fields, such as electrochemical microfluidics and 201 

sensors [29] and small-scale electrosynthesis [30]. 202 

 203 

4. Conclusions 204 
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The mass transport characteristics of a Ni/SS 3D-printed porous electrode compare well and 205 

exceed those observed in typical planar, mesh and RVC electrodes. This opens the possibility 206 

to employ geometrically complex structures produced by additive manufacturing techniques as 207 

high performing, robust electrodes in specialised electrochemical flow reactors. Versatile, free-208 

form electrodes can be tailored to achieve a specific electrode performance by controlling their 209 

active surface area and mass transport properties. Electrodes having different roughness, 210 

microstructure, orientation, composition, electrocatalysis and fluid flow environment can be 211 

3D-printed. 212 

 213 
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Figure captions 

 

Fig. 1 Experimental arrangement for the mass transport studies of the 3D-printed 

Ni/SS porous electrode in a rectangular channel flow cell. The parallel plate 

electrodes are placed in flow-by configuration. 

 

Fig. 2 3D-printed Ni/SS porous electrode. a) optical photography of the macro 

structure of the porous electrode, b) optical microscopy of the electrode (side 

view) and the integral current feeder, c) SEM of the micro structure of an 

individual pore opening (front view), d) nickel EDS mapping for the same pore 

opening. 

 

Fig. 3 Mass transport studies of the 3D-printed Ni/SS porous electrode. a) Typical 

polarisation curves for the reduction of 1 × 10−3 mol dm−3 K4Fe(CN)6 in 1 mol 

dm−3 Na2CO3 at 25 oC. b) Chronoamperometry showing limiting currents at 

steps of increasing electrolyte mean linear flow rate. c) Comparison of the 

limiting current density obtained by linear sweep voltammetry and 

chronoamperometry. d) Volumetric mass transfer coefficient vs. mean linear 

flow velocity of the 3D-printed Ni/SS electrode against various porous electrode 

structures. Comparative data taken from [21]. 
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